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OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
SPECIAL PROVISIONS
FOR
TRAFFIC SURVEILLANCE
Project Specific
These Special Provisions revise, amend, and where in conflict, supersede applicable sections of the 2009
Standard Specifications for Highway Construction, English and Metric.

880.01 DESCRIPTION (Add the following:)
This work consists of obtaining and providing construction traffic surveillance by the Oklahoma
Highway Patrol (OHP) on highway construction projects. The use of OHP and the number of patrol cars
required on the project is at the approval and/or discretion of the Engineer.

880.04 CONSTRUCTION METHODS (Add the following:)
Upon approval by the Engineer, make arrangements through the OHP Chief’s office to provide one
officially marked Oklahoma Highway Patrol car and one law enforcement Officer capable of issuing traffic
citations. Ensure the Oklahoma Highway Patrol insures, licenses, bonds, and approves the Officer for this
work. Ensure the duty hours of the officer and vehicle match the Contractor’s working hours.
The Contractor is responsible for providing the work schedule to OHP at least two weeks in advance of
the work. The work schedule is subject to approval by the Engineer. However, the Engineer may, without
advance notice, require the Contractor to provide OHP traffic surveillance immediately if it is in the safety
and interest of the traveling public and workers present in the work zone.

880.05 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT (Add the following:)
Work performed by OHP will be measured by the hour that a manned patrol car is present in the vicinity
of the construction work zone. Hours worked will include a maximum of one hour per patrol car per work
period to allow for travel to and from the Officers’ permanent duty station and the work site.

880.06 BASIS OF PAYMENT (Add the following:)
The Department will pay for the accepted measurement of traffic surveillance performed by OHP at the
Contract unit price per the specified pay unit as follows:
Pay Item:
(SP) TRAFFIC SURVEILLANCE, OHP (NON-BIDDABLE)

Pay Unit:
Hour
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Payment for Traffic Surveillance (Non-Biddable) is considered full compensation for providing access
to the construction work zone, and furnishing all materials, equipment, labor, and incidentals to complete
the work as specified. Any additional costs incurred for traffic surveillance will be included in other items
bid in the Contract.
In addition, OHP will be paid for a maximum of one hour per patrol car per work period to allow for
travel to and from the Officer’s permanent duty station and the work site. This will be paid one time per
work period as defined by the Contractor’s agreement with the Engineer.
It is the intent of this Special Provision that the Contractor be reimbursed by the Department at a rate of
$69 per hour per patrol car per work period. The Contractor's final estimate will not be paid until the
Contractor provides satisfactory evidence that OHP has been fully compensated.

